
To the Washington University community:

Over the last few weeks, we have seen sharply increased criminal activity near the

Danforth Campus, including three carjackings and an armed robbery that involved

members of our community, and shots fired at the Delmar MetroLink station that

caused non-life threatening injuries. I know this has heightened concern and is

troubling to many of you. As a university leader and as a citizen of the area, I am also

very concerned. The frequency and severity of these crimes is extremely disturbing and

the university, as well as the municipalities around us, must respond.

I want to assure you that the university is working aggressively to take immediate and

longer-term action to address public safety. We can implement some measures

unilaterally; others will require collaboration and cooperation with adjoining

jurisdictions. I want to share with you where we are focusing our efforts.

In addition to maintaining regular coverage elsewhere, the Washington

University Police Department (WUPD) has increased patrols in the

neighborhoods north and south of Delmar and in the Skinker-DeBaliviere

neighborhood. We usually have seven to eight officers patrolling these areas

a�er 5 p.m.; we have added an additional six officers to patrol these areas from 4

p.m. to midnight. We are regularly evaluating the benefit of these increased

patrols, and will adjust as necessary.

We recently increased capacity on the university’s green line shuttle service by

five buses to better meet demand. Later this week, we will further expand our

transportation services between the Danforth Campus and surrounding

neighborhoods. This will include a university-subsidized ride-sharing program

to/from campus and additional shuttle service. This increased capacity should

decrease the need for students to drive vehicles from off-campus residences to

campus and will provide a monitored/secure transportation alternative.

Students, faculty and staff on the Danforth Campus will receive detailed

communication about these enhancements later this week. We will maintain

these services through the end of the fall semester, at which point we will

evaluate usage and user feedback, and modify our approach as necessary.

To provide more direct access to campus from the adjoining neighborhoods to

the north, we will reopen our pedestrian bridge over Forest Park Parkway earlier

than expected. Starting Monday, October 8, half of the bridge’s width will be

accessible until the entire width of the bridge is complete later in the month.

We are elevating ongoing conversations with adjoining jurisdictions to improve

public safety through increased police/security presence and improved physical

infrastructure. As an example of our coordination with adjoining jurisdictions,



WUPD opened a facility in the East Loop in 2017 that serves as a joint substation

for WUPD, St. Louis County police, and St. Louis Metropolitan police.

WUPD will continue to coordinate with other police departments, hosting

biweekly meetings to coordinate joint responses in areas of concern.

Additionally, WUPD detectives will continue to participate in a regional street

crime task force to share information and coordinate investigations. These

coordinated efforts are extremely important; they help to most effectively focus

capacity and manpower and share information about regional public safety

trends and criminal activity.

To underscore what WUPD Chief Glenn shared in his email communication last week,

there is no higher priority than your safety and well-being. We will continue to assess

the situation and evaluate our response. I also encourage you to familiarize yourself

with the personal safety recommendations from Chief Glenn’s email, and to take full

advantage of resources including our Noonlight safety app.

Know that we take this matter very seriously. Please contact WUPD directly (314-935-

5555) if you have any feedback or questions about your safety. I am, of course, also

available.

Sincerely,

Hank Webber
 Executive Vice Chancellor and Chief Administrative Officer

 hwebber@wustl.edu

https://recordbuilder.wustl.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Safety-message-9-10-18.pdf
https://mailingsresponse.wustl.edu/trk/click?ref=z1030up2e7_2-b435x39761x017317&
mailto:hwebber@wustl.edu

